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Se trata de diseñar un sillín de pasajero para bicicleta que sea acoplable al mayor 
número de modelos de bicicleta. Se pretende diseñar un objeto que pueda 
utilizarse como sillín o como portaequipajes trasero. Se llevarán a cabo las fases 
de "Iniciación" y de "Diseño del producto y del proceso".  
En la fase de "Iniciación" se definirán los requisitos y restricciones de los diseños 
acordes al mercado, usos, usuario, procesos, materiales, normativa de 
seguridad y otros estudios específicos. Y en la fase de "diseño del producto y del 
proceso" se obtendrán soluciones viables especificando formas y dimensiones 
para albergar la mayor diversidad de bolsas dispensadoras de líquido existentes.  
Si el tiempo y la magnitud de trabajo lo permite, se podrán llevara a cabo las 
fases de "implementación" y de "operación".  
En la fase de “implementación” se pretenden construir los prototipos aplicando 
los métodos y procesos que se realizan en la industria manufacturera de este 
tipo de productos. Y, en la fase de “operación” se elaborará la documentación de 
soporte al producto como son el catálogo, vídeos de presentación y manual de 
instrucciones. 




It is about designing a bicycle passenger seat that can be coupled to the largest 
number of bicycle models. It is intended to design an object that can be used as 
a saddle or as a rear luggage rack. The "Initiation" and "Product and process 
design" phases will be carried out. 
In the "Initiation" phase, the requirements and restrictions of designs according 
to the market, uses, user, processes, materials, safety regulations and other 
specific studies will be defined. And in the "product design and process" phase, 
viable solutions will be obtained specifying shapes and dimensions to 
accommodate the greatest diversity of existing liquid dispensing bags. 
If the time and magnitude of the work allows it, the phases of "implementation" 
and "operation" can be carried out. 
In the "implementation" phase, the aim is to build the prototypes by applying the 
methods and processes that are carried out in the manufacturing industry of this 
type of products. And, in the "operation" phase, the product support 
documentation will be prepared, such as the catalog, the presentation videos and 
the instruction manual. 








The need is generated from the searching of some type of product that could 
satisfy the needs created from a specific problem described below. 
The aim is to introduce a new concept of transporting people on a bicycle to the 
market, different from a tandem since the product I designed requires only the 
action of pedalling of one person. 
This product can be used both for 6 years old children and for adults up to 80 
kilograms in weight, at the same time, by people with characteristics of Down 
syndrome since the physical capacities are reduced. For this reason the present 
conceptual design is developed. 
 
1.2 OBJECT OF STUDY 
 
The objective of this study is the definition and description of the new possible 
product that opens the door to the disabled and non-disabled people, who will be 
able to enjoy the cycling activity, which in other cases would be impossible for 
them. 
It involves designing a passenger bicycle seat that is adaptable to the greatest 
number of bicycle models. It is intended to design an object that can be used as 
a saddle or as a rear luggage rack. 
 
1.3 JUSTIFICATION OF STUDY 
 
The present study is carried out in order to obtain the final dimensioning of the 
proposed design, as well as to determine the final models of the prefabricated 
components that are part of the passenger seat for bicycles. 
 
1.4 MARKET STUDY 
 
The state of supply and demand of the product in the market, in terms of quantity, 
quality, price and time has been developed in the Market Study that is included 
in the annex. The result of it is the following: 
 





In the field of use of the product, consumers want an object that serves both 
children and adults, since in terms of weight they are very different and it have to 
withstand great changes. 
There are many different types of luggage racks, most of them are attached to 
the axle of the rear wheel and the front seat. This indicates that it is preferable to 
make the product in this way, for greater safety. 
 






A bicycle saddle is one of the three points of contact 
on a bicycle. The saddle of the bicycle is commonly 





- SADDLE SUPPORT STRUCTURE 
 
 
Metal structure that joins the center of the weel and 





- BAR BETWEEN SEATS 
 








Image 1: Saddle 
Image 2: Saddle support structure 




1.6 TECHNICAL AND PHYSICAL VIABILITY 
 
MATERIALS SADDLE SUPPORT STRUCTURE 
CARBON FIBER (1) 
The carbon fiber is a synthetic fiber consisting in fine 
filaments of 5-10 μm in diameter. Each carbon fiber is the 
union of thousands of carbon filaments. It is a synthetic fiber 
because it is made from polyacrylonitrile. It has mechanical 
properties similar to steel and is as light as wood or plastic. 




The atomic structure of carbon fiber is similar to graphite, consisting in sheets of 
carbon atoms arranged in a regular hexagonal pattern. Carbon fiber is an 
amorphous material: the sheets of carbon atoms are placed randomly, tightly or 
together. This integration of the carbon sheets is responsible for its high strength. 
DENSITY 
 
Image 5: Density table 
The isotropic fiber is commonly discontinuous fiber of 12 to 18 microns in 
diameter with 1.6 g / cm3 of density, with a very low elastic modulus of 40 
gigapascals, in addition to a weak strength and thermal conductivity due to its 
weak structural orientation of atoms of carbon and crystallinity of underdeveloped 
graphite. 
PROPERTIES 
  Very high mechanical strength, with a high modulus of elasticity. 
  Low density, compared to other materials such as steel. 
  High production price. 
  Resistance to external agents. 
  Great thermal insulation capacity. 
  Resistance to temperature variations, conserving its shape. 




The reasons for the high price: 
 Reinforcement, fiber, is a synthetic polymer that requires an expensive 
and long production process. This process is carried out at a high 
temperature -between 1100 and 2500 ° C. 
 The use of thermosetting materials hinders the process of creating the final 




The average price of a kilo of carbon fiber costs about 100 euros, 20 euros 
correspond to material and the rest to labor. 
 
MATERIALS SADDLE 
ELASTOPOLYMER GEL (2) 
 
 For softer, comfortable and large saddles are usually 
made of a elastopolymer gel that conforms to the shape 





The skeleton or base can be made of fiberglass or carbon. 
The padding, located in strategic locations, is manufactured with gel inserts. 
The upholstery is usually made from synthetic materials. 
 
1.7 SELECTION OF THE PROJECT CONCEPT 
 
As part of several solutions obtained in the proposed designs, a selection process 
is required. The ergonomics of the bicycle saddle, all the joints of the parts of the 











1.8 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
 




1.9 PREVIOUS DIMENSION 
 
The order of development and exposure of the previous dimensioning of the 
elements is carried out based on the priority criterion of the most related element. 
The relations between elements are exposed in the systemic diagram exposed in 
ANNEXED 2.5 
BRAND DENOMINATION KING Nº RELATIONS ORDER 
1.1.1 Bridge To manufacture 6 1º 
1.1.2 Cylinder To manufacture 3 2º 
1.2 Screw Normalized  2 3º 
1.3 Feet bar To manufacture 2 4º 
1.4 Bicycle screw Normalized 1 5º 
1.1.3 Hitch To manufacture 1 6º 
2 Saddle Normalized 1 7º 
 
All type "To manufacture" elements are considered semi-finished, since they are 
based on a metal profile, which, after the sizing process, will be cut and, in some 
cases, bent and welded.  
 
The normalization of the dimensions of the elements is done based on the standards, 
standard elements, tools and commercial elements that are described in ANNEXED 
2.6 to 2.10 
Security coefficient = 0.65  
𝜎 traction break = 400  
 




       
𝐹
𝑆
  < 260𝑀𝑃𝑎     S > 
1500
260




 = 3.12𝑚𝑚  
Minimum screw (metrics 3- Doesn’t exist)  
The next metric would be 4, but for this project metric 6 
has been chosen. 









1.3 Feet bar 





Brand Name Catalogue 
1.1.1 Bridge Pipe profile 
1.1.2 Cylinder Pipe profile 
1.2 Screw  
1.3 Feet bar  
1.4 Bicycle screw  










Image 9: Dimension Element 1.1.1 
 
 
Piece of tubular structure that is supported on the bicycle next to the cylinder and 



















Brand Name Catalogue 
1.1.1 Cylinder Pipe profile 
1.1.2 Bridge Pipe profile 
1.1.3 Hitch Pipe profile 











Image 11: Dimension Element 1.1.2 
Part of tubular structure that is welded together with piece 1.1.1 Bridge and 1.1.3 






















Brand Name Catalogue 
1.1.1 Cylinder Pipe profile 























Piece of tubular structure that welds next to the piece 1.1.2 Cylinder to form the 

























Brand Name Catalogue 
1.1.2 Bridge Pipe profile 
1.2 Screw  
1.3 Feet bar  
 
 







Cylindrical piece that collects the weight of the person when boarding the bicycle. It 
is attached to the structure by means of a screw. It is part of the subset 1. 
 























1.10.1 CONSTRUCTION OF THE ELEMENTS 
 
The construction of the elements is described in the Technical Specifications of 
this project. 
 
1.10.2 SUBCONJUNDS ASSEMBLY 
 
Next, we are going to explain the different sequences for the assembly of the 
subsets of the bike saddle design using text and graphic representations. 
 
ASSEMBLY OF SUBSET 1.1 
 
 
SUBSET 1.1   1.1.1 Bridge 
        1.1.2 Cylinder 
        1.1.3 Hitch 
 
 
Sequence 1. First, the pieces 1.1.2 Cylinder and 1.1.3 Hitch are placed on the 
table and the wooden tool previously manufactured, ensuring the exact positions 
of the elements. 
 
 










Image 17: Mooring with sergeants 
 
 



















Sequence 4. Place the pieces 1.1.2 Cylinder and 1.1.3 Hitch already welded on 
the table and the wooden tool previously manufactured next to the piece 1.1.1 
Bridge ensuring the exact positions of the elements. 
 
 
Image 19: Cylinder, Hitch and Bridge 
 
 
























Sequence 7. Subset 1.1 previously welded is placed on a metal hook, ensuring 















Image 21: Welding 1 




Sequence 8. Next, the compressor pressure is prepared to adapt it to the working 



















1.10.3 SUPERFICIAL FINISH 
 
The final design of the bicycle passenger seat design has no surface finish. 
However, the loose parts before assembly, they have surface finish and it is 



















1.12 INFORMATION SOURCES 
 
The information that has been handled for the development of this study, 
classified according to its sources, is the following: 




Designer     Selected design  
 
 
Suppliers     Tube catalogs 
Screw catalogs 
 
Providers  Catalogs corresponding to the different 




After the previous dimensioning and the description of the prototyping carried out, 
the design will be ready for the realization of tests and consequent readjustments 
both in dimensions and geometric shapes, for its improvement in resistance and 
manufacture. 
As for the saddles analyzed, it is observed that all of them use the same materials 
and can be used between the same ages. 
The best model for a person to sit in the saddle, is to make a stable and resistant 
structure. This is why an intermediate bar has been designed between the bike 
saddle and the prototype. In this way the consumer looks more secure. 
The material chosen for this design is considered the most appropriate since it is 
the most used among this type of products. Even so, the possibility of changing 
material could be studied if the consumer or the manufacturer sees it as 
appropriate. 
For the choice of machines and tools, price and quality have been taken into 
account, since a very expensive machine means an increase in the budget that 
in the long term decreases due to amortization. 
For the budget, all the material, machine tools and labor have been taken into 
account, obtaining a price of € 37.52 per unit. It can be considered a non-








2.1 ANNEX MARKET STUDY 
 











MAIN FUNCTIONS OF USE 
Be used by children Age From 5 years 
Be used for adults Weight Up to 85 kg 
Be used to sitting Useº  
 
 
COMPLEMENTARY FUNCTIONS OF USE 
DERIVATIVE FUNCTIONS OF USE 
Be easy to manipulate Ergonomics 
Weight  
Dimensions Saddle Width 15.8 cm 
High 4.8cm 
Depth 34 cm 
PRODUCT MTB Saddle 
BRAND  
PRICE 25 € 





RESTRICTIVE FUNCTIONS / REQUIREMENT OF USE 
FUNCTIONS OF USE 
Durability Time X years 
SYMBOLIC FUNCTIONS 
Designed for all ages 
Represent a formal style Shape Rectangular 
Number of elements 12 
Color Black 
White 
Represent comfort  MATERIALS 
The upholstery has a pleasant touch and the foam 


















































MAIN FUNCTIONS OF USE 
Be used by children Age From 5 years 
Be used for adults Weight Up to 85 kg 
Be used to sitting Useº  
 
 
COMPLEMENTARY FUNCTIONS OF USE 
DERIVATIVE FUNCTIONS OF USE 
Be easy to manipulate Ergonomics 
Weight  
Dimensions Saddle Width 16.7 cm 
High 4.5cm 
Depth 32 cm 
 
 
PRODUCT Additional saddle to turn the bike into a 
two-seater. 
BRAND Sit Two 
PRICE 25 € 
MATERIALS Steel 





RESTRICTIVE FUNCTIONS / REQUIREMENT OF USE 
FUNCTIONS OF USE 
Durability Time X years 
SYMBOLIC FUNCTIONS 
Designed for all ages 
Represent a formal style Shape Simple 
Number of elements 11 
Color Black 
Represent comfort  MATERIALS 
The upholstery has a pleasant touch and the foam 















































MAIN FUNCTIONS OF USE 
Be used to transport 
packages 
Weight Up to 40 kg 
 
 
COMPLEMENTARY FUNCTIONS OF USE 
DERIVATIVE FUNCTIONS OF USE 
Be easy to manipulate Ergonomics 
Weight  
Dimensions Saddle Width 15 cm 
High 5cm 







PRODUCT Lump carrier 
BRAND  
PRICE 30 € 
MATERIALS Steel 





RESTRICTIVE FUNCTIONS / REQUIREMENT OF USE 
FUNCTIONS OF USE 
Durability Time X years 
SYMBOLIC FUNCTIONS 
Designed for all ages 
Represent a formal style Shape Simple 
Number of elements 3 
Color Black 
Represent comfort  MATERIALS 
















































MAIN FUNCTIONS OF USE 
Be used to transport 
packages 
Weight Up to 15 kg 
 
 
COMPLEMENTARY FUNCTIONS OF USE 
DERIVATIVE FUNCTIONS OF USE 
Be easy to manipulate Ergonomics 
Weight  
Dimensions Saddle Width 14.2 cm 
High 4.6cm 







PRODUCT Lump carrier 
BRAND  
PRICE 25 € 
MATERIALS Steel 





RESTRICTIVE FUNCTIONS / REQUIREMENT OF USE 
FUNCTIONS OF USE 
Durability Time X years 
SYMBOLIC FUNCTIONS 
Designed for all ages 
Represent a formal style Shape Simple 
Number of elements 4 
Color Black 
Represent comfort  MATERIALS 














































2.4 NORMS UNE OF APLICATION 
 
REGULATION OF NORMATIVE:  
 
- UNE 1121  
- UNE 1032  
- UNE 1034  
- UNE 1120  
- UNE 1039  
- UNE 1110  
- UNE-EN ISO 6432  
- UNE-EN ISO 7083  
 
Normative ISO 2553:2013 Welding and related process. 
1º 
2º 








Image 30: Screws 











































2.9 MACHINES, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES FOR MANUFACTURE 
 
MÁCHINES 
Column drill  SNC 23 VM  
 
 
Drill developed by Syderic. It has a SNT3 base and 
one unit of refrigerator liquid. 
 
- Tension: 400 V  
- Rotation speed: Mín.: 190 rpm Máx.: 5250 rpm  
- Power: 1100 W, 520 W  
- Drill depth: 140 mm  
- Number of velocities: 12  
- Velocities: 72/2600 rpm  
- Distance shaft-column: 3400 mm  
- Distance shaft-table: 650 mm  
- Distance shaft-base: 1200 mm  
- Column diameter: 130 mm  
- Table dimentions: 500X450 mm  
- Base dimentions: 400X410 mm  





Curvator UNI42 de Tube  
 
 
Manual curvator of Tube UNI 42. It is 
a precise and powerful machine able 
to curve tubes of big diameter of a 
constant and óptimus radius. This 
machine doesn’t deform the tubes 
while it is working.  
 
- Aluminum body 
- Iron tempered gears build on ball 
bearing 
- Maximum curve of the angle 180º C 
- Dimentions: length 400mm 
- Width: 200mm 
- Height: 250mm 




Image 35: Column drill 




Autonomus compressor ACK 300 – 3.0 Hp KRAFTER  
 
 
 It is recommended for 
domestic use and for small 
workshop. It is used for 
applying varnish, enamel 
and latecs. It can 
blowtorching, inflating or 
whashing. It has double air 
exit eye level for oil revisión. 
It is portable, it has 4 wheels 
and a anti vibration support. 
The compressor allows an 

















Spray Gun Classic Pro – SAGOLA –  
 
Spray gun with tecnology HVLP for interior or 
exterior. Power from 0 to 110 ml/min, 3 years 
of garanty and a maximum grade of aplication 
of 45 degrees. Mesures: 24 cm x 22 cm x 10 
cm (width + heigth x depth). 
  
- Maximum ergonomy 
- Unique shaft design, unlike pieces 
- Minimum fog 
- High velocity 
- Low consuption of air 




Plastic hybrid injector Allrounder 
 
 
Image 40: Plastic hybrid injector 
 
The Allrounder 570 hibrid of high performance has the fastening power of 2.000 
kN and a unity of injection which has a 800 size. It is equiped with a mould of 
two cavities. 
A recipient made of PP, with a piece that wheight is 15,6 g, will be made in a 
work cycle of 3,5 seconds. The Hidrive high perfomance machines have the 
capacity of máximum fabrication, short work cyces and a reduced energy 
consuption.  
Consequently, they are perfectly equiped for applications for all type of walls.  




TOOLS AND SUPPLIES 
Meter bit 4 and 6 Dimameter 4,40 mm and 6,60 mm for metal 
I = Length of cut 

















The bit of Ø 4,40 mm is used to make holes on the subset 1.1 for joining the 
bicycle structure in order to possibilite that it can assemble in the element 1.4 
 
The bit of Ø 6,60 mm is used to make holes on the SUBSET 1.1 in order to 












Screw of pressure 
 
Universal clamp with  rotatory base  
 
Image 42: Screw of pressure 
 
The screw of pressure de bancada is used to hold pieces at the drill and allow a 

















2.10 MACHINES, TOOLS AND SUPPLIES FOR ASSEMBLY 
 
MACHINES 
Weld equipment INVERTER MMA – PLUS 140 GE - MONTEC 
 
Image 43: Weld equipment 
 
 





Special tool for fastening and squeezing in 













Electrode base 100 – LINCOLN ELECTRIC –  
 
- Basic electrode of low hydrogen content 
(HDM< 5 ml/100 g) 
- It is recommended for transformer with 
tension en vacío bajo 
- Cord well wet 
- Impact propierties at -20ºC 
- Weld position: All, insted of vertical 
descendent 





Previously made for the Weld support SUBSET 1.1 
 
 
Image 46: Supplie 1 
 
          Image 47: Supplie 2 
 
 






High carbón steel hooks, with a high resistance, and a 
corrosión resistance 
The object will arrive in a security packaging, in order to 
avoid injuries.  
 































3 SHEET CONDITIONS 
 
3.1 SHEET TECHNICAL CONDITIONS 
 
Then, necessary technical conditions for the construction of the saddle prototype 
for each piece, subset and final assembly are exposed:  
 
Piece 1.1.1 (Bridge) 
  
Starting material: Steel Tube E-260 (889 x 25 x 2 mm) 
 
Operation 1ª Tube cutting 
- Machinery Circular saw of 19 '' 
- Workforce The relation of the cutting work can be carried out by an operator 
with a minimum category of '' Official 3 '' 
- Auxiliary means: 
- Supplies Not precise 
- Tools circular saw blade of 19 " 
-Form of relation: 
1º- Placement of the bar in a given machine 
2º- Placement of the saw blade to measure (90º) 
3º- Start-up of the machine 
4º- Cutting of the material to the determined extent 
- Security Gloves, goggles, work clothes and safety shoes. 
-Controls 
1º- Check the good condition of the machine 
2º- Check the condition and placement of the saw blade 
3º- Check the measurement of the tube to be placed 
4º- Check the perpendicularity of the cut 
5º- Check the final dimensions of the piece 















Operation 2ª Obtaining holes 
- Machinery Column drill 
- Workforce The relation of the drill work can be carried out by an operator with 
a minimum category of '' Official 3 '' 
- Auxiliary means: 
- Supplies Bench pressure screw, flexo-meter 
- Tools Drill for metal diameter 4mm 
-Form of relation: 
1º- Fixing of pressure screw in bedplate 
2º- Placement of Ø 4 mm drill bit in the drill 
3º- Mark centers of holes and punch before the placement of piece in 
pressure screw 
4º- Placement of part in pressure screw in bench: it is seen the face of 
greater length and the mark of the hole of Ø 4 mm aligned with the 
bit 
5º- Hole drilling 
- Security Gloves, goggles, work clothes and safety shoes. 
-Controls 
1º- Check the good condition of the machine 
2º- Check the good condition and placement of the pressure screw 
3º- Check the condition and placement of the drill bits 
4º- Check and adjust machine speeds 
5º- Check the final dimensions of the holes made in the piece 
- Tests Not precise 
 
 
Operation 3ª Curvature of the tube 
- Machinery Bending machine 
- Workforce The relation of the curvature work can be carried out by an operator 
with a minimum category of '' Official 3 '' 
- Auxiliary means: 
- Supplies Not precise 
- Tools Not precise 
-Form of relation: 
1º- Bending adjustment 
2º- Metal tube fitting 
3º- Bent by bending machine 
4º- Piece removal 
- Security Gloves, goggles, work clothes and safety shoes. 
-Controls 
1º- Check the good condition of the machine 
2º- Check the good condition and placement of the metal tube 
3º- Check the entered data 
4º- Check the final dimensions of the bending done on the piece 











Piece 1.1.2 (Cylinder) 
  
Starting material: Steel Tube E-260 (100 x 22 x 2 mm) 
 
Operation 1ª Tube cutting 
- Machinery Circular saw of 19 '' 
- Workforce The relation of the cutting work can be carried out by an operator 
with a minimum category of '' Official 3 '' 
- Auxiliary means: 
- Supplies Not precise 
- Tools circular saw blade of 19 " 
-Form of relation: 
1º- Placement of the bar in a given machine 
2º- Placement of the saw blade to measure (90º) 
3º- Start-up of the machine 
4º- Cutting of the material to the determined extent 
- Security Gloves, goggles, work clothes and safety shoes. 
-Controls 
1º- Check the good condition of the machine 
2º- Check the condition and placement of the saw blade 
3º- Check the measurement of the tube to be placed 
4º- Check the perpendicularity of the cut 
5º- Check the final dimensions of the piece 
- Tests Not precise 
 
 
Operation 2ª Obtaining holes 
- Machinery Column drill 
- Workforce The relation of the drill work can be carried out by an operator with 
a minimum category of '' Official 3 '' 
- Auxiliary means: 
- Supplies Bench pressure screw, flexo-meter 
- Tools Drill for metal diameter mm 
-Form of relation: 
1º- Fixing of pressure screw in bedplate 
2º- Placement of Ø 21 mm drill bit in the drill 
3º- Mark centers of holes and punch before the placement of piece in 
pressure screw 
4º- Placement of part in pressure screw in bench: it is seen the face of 
greater length and the mark of the hole of Ø 21 mm aligned with 
the bit 
5º- Hole drilling 
- Security Gloves, goggles, work clothes and safety shoes. 
-Controls 
1º- Check the good condition of the machine 
2º- Check the good condition and placement of the pressure screw 
3º- Check the condition and placement of the drill bits 
4º- Check and adjust machine speeds 
5º- Check the final dimensions of the holes made in the piece 





Piece 1.1.3 (Hitch) 
  
Starting material: Steel Tube E-260 (400 x 22 x 2 mm) 
 
Operation 1ª Tube cutting 
- Machinery Circular saw of 19 '' 
- Workforce The relation of the cutting work can be carried out by an operator 
with a minimum category of '' Official 3 '' 
- Auxiliary means: 
- Supplies Not precise 
- Tools circular saw blade of 19 " 
-Form of relation: 
1º- Placement of the bar in a given machine 
2º- Placement of the saw blade to measure (90º) 
3º- Start-up of the machine 
4º- Cutting of the material to the determined extent 
- Security Gloves, goggles, work clothes and safety shoes. 
-Controls 
1º- Check the good condition of the machine 
2º- Check the condition and placement of the saw blade 
3º- Check the measurement of the tube to be placed 
4º- Check the perpendicularity of the cut 
5º- Check the final dimensions of the piece 
- Tests Not precise 
 
Operation 2ª Obtaining holes 
- Machinery Column drill 
- Workforce The relation of the drill work can be carried out by an operator with 
a minimum category of '' Official 3 '' 
- Auxiliary means: 
- Supplies Bench pressure screw, flexo-meter 
- Tools Drill for metal diameter 32 mm 
-Form of relation: 
1º- Fixing of pressure screw in bedplate 
2º- Placement of Ø 4 mm drill bit in the drill 
3º- Mark centers of holes and punch before the placement of piece in 
pressure screw 
4º- Placement of part in pressure screw in bench: it is seen the face of 
greater length and the mark of the hole of Ø 32 mm aligned with 
the bit 
5º- Hole drilling 
- Security Gloves, goggles, work clothes and safety shoes. 
-Controls 
1º- Check the good condition of the machine 
2º- Check the good condition and placement of the pressure screw 
3º- Check the condition and placement of the drill bits 
4º- Check and adjust machine speeds 
5º- Check the final dimensions of the holes made in the piece 





Subset 1.1 (Bridge + Cylinder+ Hitch) 
 
Operation 1ª Weld 
- Machinery Coated electrode welding equipment 
- Workforce The relation of the weld work can be carried out by an operator with 
a minimum category of '' Official 1 '' 
- Auxiliary means: 
- Supplies Wood support 
- Tools Coated electrode, sergeants 
-Form of relation: 
1º- Placement of pieces in wooden tool 
2º- Mooring of piece to work surface with sergeants 
3º- Start-up of welding equipment 
4º- Soldier of pieces 
5º- Removal of weldment 
- Security Gloves, goggles, work clothes and safety shoes. 
-Controls 
1º- Check the good condition of the machine 
2º- Check the arrangement of the pieces and the mooring 
3º- Check the weld 
- Tests Not precise 
 
 
Operation 2ª Paint 
- Machinery Compressor 
- Workforce The relation of painting work can be carried out by an operator with 
a minimum category of '' Official 1 '' 
- Auxiliary means: 
- Supplies Hook 
- Tools Paint gun 
-Form of relation: 
1º- Placement of parts in hook 
2º- Start-up of the compressor 
3º- Painted parts with gun 
4º- Drying of pieces 
- Security Gloves, goggles, mask, work clothes and safety shoes. 
-Controls 
1º- Check the good condition of the machine 
2º- Check the arrangement of the parts and their subjection 
3º- Check the paint 
4º- Check the paint after drying 









Piece 1.3 (Feet bar) 
 
Operation 1ª Injection 
-Machinery Plastic injection molding machine 
- Workforce The relation of the injection work can be carried out by an operator 
with a minimum category of '' Official 3ª'' 
- Auxiliary means: 
- Supplies Mold 
- Tools Not precise 
-Form of relation: 
1º- Placement of the granza in inyectora machine 
2º- Placement of the mold 
3º- Placement of parameters of the machine 
4º- Start-up of the machine 
5º- Pick up piece 
- Security Gloves, goggles, work clothes and safety shoes. 
-Controls 
1º- Check the good condition of the machine 
2º- Check the good condition and placement of the mold 
3º- Check the parameters of the machine 
4º- Check the final dimensions of the piece 





















4 MEASUREMENTS AND BUDGETS 
 
For the preparation of the MEASUREMENTS AND BUDGET chapter, information 




According to the Technical Office of Methods and Times, the estimated time in 
each operation is as follows: 
 
 
Operation: Metal tube cutting = 0.10h 
Operation: Perforated in tube = 0.20h 
Operation: Curved tube = 0,30h 
Operation: Cut tubular structure = 0.20h 
Operation: Perforated in tubular structure = 0.10h 
Operation: Plastic injection = 0.10h 
Operation: Soldier of structures = 0.20h 
Operation: Painted structures = 0.20h 




According to the Commercial Department, the costs of labor and the prices of 





Tube 889 x 25 x 2 mm (€ 1.4 / m) 
Tube 100 x 22 x 2 mm (€ 1.4 / m) 
Tube 400 x 22 x 2 mm (€ 1.4 / m) 
M6x50 bolt = bag 250 units = 22.11 € 









MACHINERY (Estimate a use of 2000 h / year) 
 
Column drilling machine = € 1000. Amortization in 15 years. 
Bending machine = 6000 €. Amortization in 20 years. 
Welding equipment = € 1000. Amortization in 10 years. 
Compressor and pistol = € 300. Amortization in 5 years. 




Drill 10 €. Life of 100h 
Bench pressure screw 500 €. Life of 20000 h 
Electrode 5 €. Perform 1 Unit 
Paint gun 150 €. Life of 1000h 
Mold for injection 3000 €. Realize 4000 units 




Official 3rd = € 20 / h 
Official 2nd = € 25 / h 









(EUROS) QUAN. Un. 
1.1.1 1 Un. Bridge    
   Material    
 0,784 m Steel pipe E-260 1,4 1,097  
   889 x 25 x 2 mm    
       
   Jobs: CUT    
   Machinery    
 0,1 h Cutter 0,2 0,02  
   Workforce    
 0,1 h Officer de 3ª 20 2  
   Auxiliary means    
 0,1 h Tools: Circular saw 0,4 0,04  
   Supplies: Not precise    
       
   Trabajos: DRILL    




 0,2 h Column drill 0,034 0,0068  
   Workforce    
 0,2 h Officer de 3ª 20 4  
   Auxiliary means    
 0,2 h Tools: Metal drill 
diam. 4.40mm 
0,1 0,02  
   Supplies: Bed 
pressure screw 
0,025 0,005  
       
   Jobs: CURVATURE    
   Machinery    
 0,3 h Curvature 0,034 0,0034  
   Workforce    
 0,3 h Officer de 3ª 20 6  
   Auxiliary means    
   Tools: Not precise    
   Supplies: Not precise    










(EUROS) QUAN. Un. 
1.1.2 1 Un. Cylinder    
   Material    
 0,100 m Steel pipe E-260 1,4 0,14  
   889 x 25 x 2 mm    
       
   Jobs: CUT    
   Machinery    
 0,1 h Cutter 0,2 0,02  
   Workforce    
 0,1 h Officer de 3ª 20 2  
   Auxiliary means    
 0,1 h Tools: Circular saw 0,4 0,04  
   Supplies: Not precise    
       
   Trabajos: DRILL    
   Machinery    
 0,1 h Column drill 0,034 0,0034  
   Workforce    
 0,1 h Officer de 3ª 20 2  
   Auxiliary means    
 0,1 h Tools: Metal drill 0,1 0,01  
   Supplies: Bed 
pressure screw 
0,025 0,005  













(EUROS) QUAN. Un. 
1.1.3 1 Un. Hitch    
   Material    
 0,327 m Steel pipe E-260 1,4 0,4578  
   889 x 25 x 2 mm    
       
   Jobs: CUT    
   Machinery    
 0,1 h Cutter 0,2 0,02  
   Workforce    
 0,1 h Officer de 3ª 20 2  
   Auxiliary means    
 0,1 h Tools: Circular saw 0,4 0,04  
   Supplies: Not precise    
       
   Jobs: DRILL    
   Machinery    
 0,1 h Column drill 0,034 0,0034  
   Workforce    
 0,1 h Officer de 3ª 20 2  
   Auxiliary means    
 0,1 h Tools: Metal drill 0,1 0,01  
   Supplies: Bed 
pressure screw 
0,025 0,005  










(EUROS) QUAN. Un. 
1.3 2 Un. Feet bar(10gr)    
 4 kg  0,015 0,3  
   Jobs: INJECTION    
   Machinery    
 0,1 h Plastic injection 
molding machine 
1,5 0,15  
   Workforce    
 0,1 h Officer de 3ª 20 2  
   Auxiliary means    
 0,1 h Tools: Mold 0,75 0,075  
   Supplies: Not precise    















(EUROS) QUAN. Un. 
1.1 1 Un. Cylinder    
       
   Jobs: WELDING    
   Machinery    
 0,2 h Welding equipment 0,05 0,01  
   Workforce    
 0,2 h Officer de 1ª 30 6  
   Auxiliary means    
 0,2 h Tools: Electrode 5 1  
   Supplies: Not precise    
       
   Jobs: PAINTING    
   Machinery    
 0,2 h Compressor 0,03 0,006  
   Workforce    
 0,2 h Officer de 1ª 30 6  
   Auxiliary means    
 0,2 h Tools: Metal drill 0,15 0,035  
   Supplies: Not precise    
      13,05€ 
 
 
UNIT OF WORK DESCRIPTION AMOUNT (Euros) 
1.1.1 Bridge 13,18 
1.1.2 Cylinder 4,22 
1.1.3 Hitch  4,54 
1.3 Feet bar 2,53 
1.1 Subset  13,05 
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Carbon Fiber (1) 
- Callister, W. D. Materials Science and Engineering. Nova York: Ed. John 
Wiley & Sons. Inc, 1997. 
 
- Lubin, G. Handbook of Composites. Nova York: Ed. Van Nostrand 
Reinhold,1982.  
 




- Wiebeck H., Harada J. Plá sticos de Engenharia: Tecnologia e 
Aplicações. São Paulo: Ed Artliber, 2005. 
 
Elastopolymer gel (2) 
- Bikes world. El sillín: morfología, partes y tipos. 
https://www.bikesworldrevista.es/el-sillin-morfologia-partes-y-tipos/ 
 
- J C Lötters, W Olthuis, P H Veltink and P Bergveld. The mechanical 



















Image 1 – Saddle  
https://www.decathlon.es/sillin-bicicleta-urbana-100--id_8389349.html 
 








Image 5 – Density table 
http://invenes.oepm.es/InvenesWeb/detalle?referencia=PCT/EP2007/006659 
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